Now Available on DVD & Blu-Ray

Honest Thief They call him the In-and-Out-Bandit because meticulous thief Tom
Carter (Liam Neeson) has stolen $9 million from small-town banks while
managing to keep his identity a secret. But after he falls in love with the bubbly
Annie (Kate Walsh), Tom decides to make a fresh start by coming clean about his
criminal past, only to be double-crossed by two ruthless FBI agents. Universal
Giant from the Unknown In the 16th century a small band of warriors from the
Spanish Ptolemy Firello expedition in California mutinies. Led by one of Firello's
lieutenants, a huge, depraved giant of a man known as Vargas, the group heads
off into the mountains to search for gold and is never heard from again.
Hundreds of years later, a lightning bolt frees Vargas from a state of suspended
animation underground and sends him out to terrorize a rural mountain village.
Film Detective
Lennox Lewis: the Untold Story Follows the three-time world heavyweight
boxing champion, Lennox Lewis, as he defies all odds on his inspiring journey to
become one of the most decorated boxers in history. From a modest and
challenging upbringing to an Olympic Gold medal and reign as the undisputed
heavyweight champion, Lewis’ inspirational story is one of perseverance and the
strength needed to overcome obstacles. Narrated by Dr. Dre, the documentary
features never-before-seen footage from Lewis’ personal archives, extensive
interviews with Lewis and some of his greatest competitors including Mike
Tyson, George Foreman, and Evander Holyfield. Screen Media
Dreamland Academy Award nominee Margot Robbie love story set amidst
America's struggle during the Great Depression. Eugene Evans (Finn Cole, “Peaky
Blinders”) dreams of escaping his small Texas town when he discovers a
wounded, fugitive bank robber Allison Wells (Robbie) hiding closer than he
could ever imagine. Torn between claiming the bounty for her capture and his
growing attraction to the seductive criminal, nothing is as it seems, and Eugene
must make a decision that will forever affect the lives of everyone he's ever
loved. Also starring Travis Fimmel, Kerry Condon, Darby Camp and Lola Kirke.
Wander Arthur Bretnik is a mentally unstable conspiracy theorist and private
eye with a traumatic past. After being hired to investigate a possible murder
cover up in the small town of Wander, Arthur is plunged into a world of lies and
deceit, as he quickly suspects the murder may be part of the same 'conspiracy
cover up' that caused the death of his daughter. Increasingly paranoid, Arthur's
sanity is tested as he attempts to filter fact from fiction and solve the case, all the
while questioning if he is a pawn in a much bigger game. Paramount
Girl A young woman (Bella Thorne) returns to her small hometown to exact
revenge on her abusive father, only to discover someone murdered him the day
before. As the girl searches for answers, she soon finds herself prey to a sinister
sheriff (Mickey Rourke) and uncovers a family legacy more disturbing than she’d
imagined. Screen Media
Spell While flying to his father's funeral in rural Appalachia, an intense storm
causes Marquis (Omari Hardwick) to lose control of the plane carrying him and
his family. He awakens wounded, alone and trapped in Ms. Eloise's (Loretta
Devine) attic, who claims she can nurse him back to health with the Boogity, a
Hoodoo figure she has made from his blood and skin. Unable to call for help,
Marquis desperately tries to outwit and break free from her dark magic and save
his family from a sinister ritual before the rise of the blood moon. Paramount
Jungeland Stan (Charlie Hunnam) and Lion (Jack OConnell) are two brothers
struggling to stay relevant in the underground world of bare-knuckle boxing.
When Stan fails to pay back a dangerous crime boss (Jonathon Majors), theyre
f-rced to deliver an unexpected traveler as they journey across the country for a
high-stakes fighting tournament. While Stan trains Lion for the fight of his life, a
series of events threaten to tear the brothers apart but their love for one
another and belief in a better life keep them going in this gripping drama that
proves family pulls no punches. Paramount
Toys of Terror Just before Christmas, young Zoe, her brother Franklin and their
family move into a secluded mansion with a dark past. While the adults focus on
renovating the place, the bored kids find a toy chest hidden in the attic, and are
delighted when the toys inside magically come to life. But bizarre events soon
begin to take place - events that threaten the family's lives. As the special day
dawns with gifts piled under the tree, the body count rises and the blood starts
to flow. This original "scary-tale" will have the kids screaming for the holidays!
Warner
Coming January 26
Fatman To save his declining business, Chris Cringle (Mel Gibson), also known as
Santa Claus, is f-rced into a partnership with the U.S. military. Making matters
worse, Chris gets locked into a deadly battle of wits against a highly-skilled
assassin (Walton Goggins), hired by a precocious 12-year-old after receiving a
lump of coal in his stocking. Tis the season for Fatman to get even, in the
action-comedy that keeps on giving. Paramount
Synchronic When New Orleans paramedics and longtime best friends Steve
(Anthony Mackie) and Dennis (Jamie Dornan) are called to a series of bizarre,
gruesome accidents, they chalk it up to the mysterious new party drug found at
the scene. But after Dennis’s oldest daughter suddenly disappears, Steve
stumbles upon a terrifying truth about the supposed psychedelic that will
challenge everything he knows about reality—and the flow of time itself. Well
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